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Internet of Things Group

Intel at a glance:

• > 105,000 people globally

• > $55B in revenue

• > $12B in R&D (averages >20% of revenue)

• 2,784 patents in 2016 (#6 globally)

• Ranked #14 on Interbrand’s 2016 Best Global Brand list



Intel Data Center Group (DCG), Technical Computing Initiative

A Single Wafer
Real-time analytics against large, complex and changing 
datasets is challenging. Our focused approach results in 
increased yield and faster through-put time.

• Intel sorts 1000’s of wafers per day containing roughly 1 
GB of data

• Intel collects over 5B sensor data-points per day per 
factory and it’s growing

• Each MFG DC manages over than 1 PB of data

• Response to defects must be immediate

Challenges

• Time series analysis is complex

• Real-time processing of data to manage the 
manufacturing line is not trivial
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Raw-material 
price volatility

Customer
demands

Increased
compliance

Complex
supply chains
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Aging
workforce

Risk to product quality and ability to fill orders on time, on budget

High cost of unscheduled
maintenance

Added processes to 
overcome deficiencies

High cost of general 
maintenance

Increased time and cost
to forecast and do analytics

Lack of accurate, timely,
actionable data
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CONNECTED smart autonomous
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One Direction

Network Infrastructure
Data Center / Cloud

Production 
Equipment
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REDUCE Risk Exposure

Failures

Downtime

Maintenance Costs

OPTIMIZE 

IMPROVE

Asset Availability

Asset Life

Workforce Productivity

Operational Performance

Product Quality

Customer Satisfaction

Safety and Compliance

Employee Productivity



Intel Data Center Group (DCG), Technical Computing Initiative

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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Security End to End

Data Aggregation 
& Actions

Data Scoring, Analytics 
& Model Updates

Business Intelligence
Result SharingData Collection

▪ Robotic delivery and storage systems

▪ 150+ high speed interbay robotic delivery 
vehicles

▪ Covers 400k sq ft of cleanroom space

▪ 5+ miles of vehicle track on the ceiling; 
200+ overhead robotic delivery vehicles

▪ 600+ servers (all Intel x86 64-bit)

▪ 200+ routers, switches, firewalls

▪ MS Windows* and Linux* OS

▪ 150,000+ feet of fiber

▪ 200+ routers, switches, firewalls

▪ 2,000+ thick clients 
(all Intel® x86 64-bit desktop platforms)

▪ 1,000-2,000 production semiconductor 
tools

▪ 200,000+ feet of Ethernet cable

▪ 100+ access switches and WAP

Automated Materials 
Handling System Data CenterFactory Floor

https://communities.intel.com/servlet/JiveServlet/showImage/38-14873-222163/33042_Rack-server-aisle_8273_5400.jpg
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Machine 
parameters

Quality Measurement

Data 
Warehouse
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Transitioning Fixed function to software-defined automation 

From Rigid Industrial 
Automation & Control Systems 

• Innovation restricted to 
process & supervisory layers

• Tightly-integrated HW/SW, 
limits flexibility & change

• Proprietary, lock-in devices & 
networks  expensive O&M

• 100’s of per device control 
loops leads to single points of 
failure, unmanageable wiring

• Bolted on security

To Software-defined 
Automation & Control Systems

• Open (HW/SW) architecture 

• Real-time computing and 
networking  

• Modern SW methods of 
innovation, application 
hosting, lower O&M

• Real-time data management  
& analytics for integrated 
business and process control 

• Embedded security
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Machine 
parameters

Quality Measurement

Data 
Warehouse

Shaper 
DB

m

Machine 
Learning IoT data 

acquisition 

New Sensors
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Worker

Facilities

Industrial

Smart & Connected
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Bi-Directional

Network Infrastructure
Data Center / Cloud
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Fog

Network Infrastructure
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Data Center / Cloud

Worker

Facilities

Industrial

Real Time
Virtualized, Reconfigurable, Software-Defined, Autonomous
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Sensors 

Actuators

Meters

Legacy 
Systems

Smart
Machines

Human/ 
Machine Interfaces 

Real-time Data From
Instrumented Assets 

Sensor Data

Sensor Data

Hybrid Cloud/
On Premise

Data Center

IT Oversight

Management 
Dashboards

Gateway Analytics

Corrective 
Action

Updates 
to Model

Security End to End

On-Premise 
Industrial PC

Data Aggregation 
& Actions

Data Scoring, Analytics 
& Model Updates

Business Intelligence
Result Sharing

Data Collection
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Multiple BenefitsV
a

lu
e

Fault Detection
By having a known mathematical relationship between sensor data and

metrology, extremely accurate fault detection and classification is achieved

Tool Matching

Sources of tool mismatch that are driving the metrology can be 

determined

Classification  for Process Diagnostics
The source of the variation in the process chamber can be  determined and 

quantified. For example Post PM instability, 1st wafer effect will be understood

Metrology Reduction/Dynamic Sampling
Prediction of metrology to a high degree of certainty will allow only outliner

lots be sent to metrology.   (Prediction within Target limits) 

Tool Control- R2R Controller
Predicted metrology will allow semi-real-time adjustment of recipes to achieve 

Closer-to-target metrology and EOL speed.
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Fun with numbers
Application running on 372 chambers across 3 fabs

Total storage used is 276TB

Each chamber generates 4000 data points per second (1.488 million  across all 
chambers). 1.5 seconds data fills a HD monitor screen.

Average number of sample points stored per chamber is 7 billion (based on 3.5m 
individual sample times). 

Total number of sample points stored is ~3.98 trillion using 995 million DB rows

Average DB Page I/O response time is ~2ms

Each sample time consumes 10kb of DB space 

Average raw to standard data conversion rate > 99.86% (.14 raw data supplied is 
invalid)

Edge compute activity reduces raw data acquisition by a factor of 5 from a 
frequency of 10Hz to 2Hz (19.9 trillion points produced by sensors in raw form)  
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Lessons learnt
• Raw IOT data on it own is next to useless … context creates value.

• Management of data volumes is crucial. Systems are easily overwhelmed by volumes that IOT 
systems create.

• Smart data association improves performance dramatically. 99% of IOT data has no relationship so 
why associate it in data stores.

• End to End solutions offer productivity and efficiency benefits that allow engineers to exploit data in 
ways that are not possible with traditional data warehousing approaches.

• Almost every IOT data source is uniquely structured. Transformation into a standardised form allows 
handling of the variety of IOT sources available.

• Summarisation and compression are key factors in the exploitation of IOT data.

• Service Orientated Architecture (SOA) design is well aligned to IOT environments as it is based on the 
exchange of data structures in a loosely coupled manner.

• Machine learning has been achieved using the models that we have developed. 

• The next challenge of Artificial Intelligence is technically possible but psychologically difficult as it requires 
release of control. 

• Data

• We have tons of it in different silos … most IOT systems have it all in one heap … finding the needle is the issue 

• Too much focus on the miracles machine learning can do when applied to the big data
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Future industrial systems are highly flexible and efficient

SW-defined industrial 
equipment and 

collaborative machines

Self-aware production 
systems

Real-time & reliable 
compute and 
connectivity

Self-organizing, flexible 
production flow

Human in the loop –
enabled connected 

worker

Embedded E2E security



Intel® Xeon® Scalable platform
The foundation of Data Center Innovation: 

Agile & Trusted Infrastructure

delivers 1.65x average performance boost over prior Generation1
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Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems, components, 
software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the 
performance of that product when combined with other products. For more information go to http://www.intel.com/performance Intel does not control or audit the design or implementation of third party benchmark data or Web sites referenced in 
this document. Intel encourages all of its customers to visit the referenced Web sites or others where similar performance benchmark data are reported and confirm whether the referenced benchmark data are accurate and reflect performance 
of systems available for purchase. Configuration: see backup

Performance

Pervasive through compute, 
storage, and network

Agility

Rapid service delivery

Security

Pervasive data security with no 
performance overhead

http://www.intel.com/performance


* Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.  

Intel® HPC Orchestrator
SD Vis Tools

Lustre*

INTEL® Scalable 
System Framework

Intel® 
OPA

HW Foundation SW Environment Developer Tools

Lake
Crest

Intel® MKL Intel® DAAL

Intel® Parallel Studio
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Technical POV
Security and Trust

Interoperability

Integration of OT/IT

Advanced Analytics

business POV
Solution Scalability

Cost/ROI

Security and privacy

fragmented Solutions
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Source: 1. IBM Customer Case Study ; 2. http://www.wika.us/solutions_predictive_maintenance_en_us.WIKA; 3. Forbes, August 7, 2016
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25%
productivity increase at Daimler 
AG by harnessing predictive 
analytics & quality systems1

30%
cost reduction for overall 
maintenance when switching to 
predictive maintenance from 
run-to-failure system2

Business model transformation is the real opportunity

companies adopting Industry 4.0 
expecting revenue gains of 20% 
over the next 5 years3

35%

http://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/cgi-bin/ssialias?subtype=AB&infotype=PM&appname=SWGE_YT_YV_WWEN&htmlfid=YTC03659WWEN&attachment=YTC03659WWEN.PDF
http://www.wika.us/solutions_predictive_maintenance_en_us.WIKA
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IOT Equipment 
Builders

IOT Tech Providers

IOT Solution 
Providers
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www.Intel.com/hpc/
www.Intel.com/IoT
www.intel.com/it/
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* Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.

20+
Recently announced

50%
YoY Growth + 

150+
Membership

194%
YoY Growth + 

215+
Membership
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Advanced Analytics

Solves forecasting challenges 
and minimizes unscheduled 

maintenance

Integrated Manufacturing Line

Data moves from the tool, sensors 
and OT platform to data center 
where analytics are run to solve 

business issues 

Machine Learning

Once advanced analytics are 
established, models can learn 
from their mistake and refine 

algorithms automatically

Big Data Delivers Year-Over-Year Gains in Uptime and Output
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The Motivation
Cost

Quality

Velocity

Moore's Law: An observation made by 

Intel co-founder Gordon Moore in 1965, that the 
number of transistors per square inch on integrated 
circuits had doubled every year since their invention. 
Moore's law predicts that this trend will continue into 
the foreseeable future.
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*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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Security End to End

Data Aggregation 
& Actions

Data Scoring, Analytics 
& Model Updates

Business Intelligence
Result SharingData Collection

▪ Robotic delivery and storage systems

▪ 150+ high speed interbay robotic delivery 
vehicles

▪ Covers 400k sq ft of cleanroom space

▪ 5+ miles of vehicle track on the ceiling; 
200+ overhead robotic delivery vehicles

▪ 200+ high-intensity power distribution 
panels

▪ 600+ servers (all Intel x86 64-bit)

▪ 200+ routers, switches, firewalls

▪ >1PB of centralized storage

▪ MS Windows* and Linux* OS

▪ 150,000+ feet of fiber

▪ 200+ routers, switches, firewalls

▪ 2,000+ thick clients 
(all Intel® x86 64-bit desktop platforms)

▪ 1,000-2,000 production semiconductor 
tools

▪ 200,000+ feet of Ethernet cable

▪ 100+ access switches and WAP

Automated Materials 
Handling System Data CenterFactory Floor

https://communities.intel.com/servlet/JiveServlet/showImage/38-14873-222163/33042_Rack-server-aisle_8273_5400.jpg

